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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents a wireless capacitive pressure sensor based on LTCC (low temperature co-ﬁred
ceramic) technology, where the design, fabrication, and measurement of the sensor is demonstrated
and discussed. Differ from traditional LTCC process ﬂow, a unique process of screen-printing sacriﬁce
layer has been introduced to avoid deformation of the capacitive embedded cavity during lamination or
sintering, which leads to a better performance of the sensor. A greater sensitivity of the sensor, comparing
with its predecessors, is showed during measurement. Finally ways for future optimization are proposed.

1. Introduction
In recent years, LTCC is widely used in applications like RF circuits, microwave device, package, etc., when referring to MEMS
structures like pressure sensor, especially capacitive pressure sensor, seldom have we seen the usage of LTCC. As traditional pressure
sensors, mostly made from micro machining silicon, show great
limitation when exposed to harsh environment like high temperature circumstances, LTCC, which operates arbitrarily well at
400–600 ◦ C with perfect dielectric and chemical-proof characters,
seems to be a relatively qualiﬁed substitute. The easy-machining
of every single green tape, the favorable integrity of different
layers after co-ﬁring and the compatibility with thick-ﬁlm technology make LTCC technology show apparent superiority over some
other heat-resistant materials, especially in the fabrication process of capacitive pressure sensor which includes the forming of
an embedded cavity [1–10].
Prof. Mark. G. Allen’s team from Georgia Tech. had been
committing to the research of the wireless high temperature
ceramic pressure sensor since 1998 [1–4], with the debut of the
MEMS ‘Sandwich’ structure, they pioneered and developed the
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technology of LTCC wireless capacitive pressure sensor, the sensitivity of their sensors reaches 150 kHz/bar around.
Another research team in Novi Sad, Serbia, published improved
model in 2009 [5,6], which demonstrates a better structure but
worse performance compared to the prior. Two extra LTCC layers
are laminated above the metal pattern, which provides a perfect
protection of the exposed circuit, but their sensor’s sensitivity is
only 25.6 kHz/bar.
In this work, a wireless capacitive pressure sensor for harsh
environment based on LTCC technology is realized. A LC resonant
circuit is employed to detect the variation of the sensor’s frequency
caused by the pressure applied, and the measurement of pressure can be translated to that of sensor’s frequency, which can be
detected remotely, using the coupling theory.
Differ from the previous structure, a new square capacitive cavity structure is designed, the key technology in the fabrication of the
embedded cavity, the sacriﬁce paste, is ﬁrstly introduced into this
MEMS (micro electromechanical system) structure. More favorable
membrane ﬂatness is realized for the improvement of sensor’s sensitivity, which provides the sensor an overwhelming advantage of
high precise pressure measurement over the previous LTCC capacitive sensors

2. Design and fabrication
A schematic of the sensor is presented in Fig. 1, from which we
can see that the structure consists of three sections in general: top,
middle and bottom section, the top section includes two layers of
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Table 1
Parameters of the sensor designed.

Fig. 1. Three sections of the sensor.

LTCC tape with square inductor coil on the surface of upper layer
and square capacitor electrode on that of the beneath, a air gap
hole is drilled near the left boundary of the layers; the middle section comprises two layers of LTCC tape, where an embedded cavity
connected to an air channel is curved in the upper layer; the bottom section is made of one single layer where the lower capacitor
electrode resides. The inductor coil and capacitor electrodes are
connected through via across the layers.
From the cross-section view of the sensor in Fig. 2, we can make
a simple functional analysis of the structure; to start with, the classical expression where the resonant frequency f0 can be retrieved
from:
f0 =

1

2



(1)
Ls Cs

where Ls and Cs are the inductance and capacitance of the sensor,
in ideal assumption, any variation of capacitance or inductance will
lead to a shift of the resonant frequency, as for capacitive pressure
sensors, whose inductance Ls , is a constant value (ideal situation),
variation of pressure P will result in change of capacitor Cs , then shift
of resonant frequency f0 , so the measurement of pressure variation
will be translated into that of the sensor’s resonant frequency shift
f0 . In this ﬁve-layer structure, the two-layer-thick tapes above and
below the embedded cavity served as membranes sensitive to pressure applied; the inner coil of inductor in layer 1 is connected to
the upper capacitor electrode in layer 2 through via, and the outer
coil to lower electrode in layer 5, forming a LC resonant circuit; the
air-gap in layer 3 is used for releasing the pressure from the heated
gas from the embedded cavity during co-ﬁring.
The parameter of the sensor is demonstrated in Table 1.
The sensor is fabricated in traditional LTCC technology which
covers shaping of green tapes, screen-printing of circuit pattern,
stacking, laminating and co-ﬁring of the structure. We use Dupont
951AT ceramic tapes for experiment, whose characteristics are
shown in Table 2, Dupont Ag paste, whose CTE and shrinkage rate
are relatively similar with the tapes, is used to make sure of a precise
alignment. The tapes are ﬁrstly structured and hole-drilled through
laser machining system; circuit pattern, interconnection are then
screen-printed and via stencil-printed.

Parameters

Value

Overall dimension
Capacitor metal dimension
Height of the embedded cavity
Diameter of inner inductor coil
Diameter of outer inductor coil
Number of coil turns
Width of the coil
Distance between neighbor coils
Width of the interconnection
Thickness of the printed pattern
Via dimension
Air channel dimension
Air-hole dimension

26 mm × 26 mm × 0.5 mm
7 mm × 7 mm
100 m
8.5 mm
20 mm
18
0.15 mm
0.15 mm
0.2 mm
12 m
0.2 mm × 0.2 mm
8.5 mm × 0.5 mm
0.5 mm × 0.5 mm

The sacriﬁce paste, which is applied to realize a favorable
appearance, is also screen-printed into the cavity after the bottom
and middle sections are laminated together. To meet our requirement, we made the paste from carbon particles and organic solvent
[10,11], it would provide a strong support on the membrane above
the cavity to avoid the membrane’s collapse or even rupture during lamination and then volatize during co-ﬁring, which is of great
importance especially when the membrane’s defection during lamination cannot been omitted compared with the thickness of LTCC
tape, as the defection would sharply affect the sensor’s sensitivity, measure range and accuracy in that case. Meanwhile, with the
introducing of the sacriﬁce paste, a thinner membrane and cavity thickness can be attained, which can signiﬁcantly improve the
sensor’s sensitivity.
Fig. 3 is the comparison of ﬁnished sensor samples with and
without sacriﬁce paste, measured by Cyber Technologies Vantage50 thickness tester, from which we can clearly see the great
role the sacriﬁce paste played in improving the cavity’s quality, the
sample without sacriﬁce paste stuffed has a collapse of about 20 m
in the center while that with only 8 m around.
After the sacriﬁce paste process, we laminate all the three sections together and put the stack into the furnace for co-ﬁring:
0–400 ◦ C 5 h to volatize the organic particles, the 400–600 ◦ C range,
which is the crucial time for the cavity formation as both the sacriﬁcial carbon material begins to burn out and the green tape starts
to harden around 500 ◦ C, would last a little bit longer about 6 h, 5 h
from 600–900 ◦ C and then 900–0 ◦ C for 3 h. Finally, the air-hole is
sealed with ESL 4774-BCG glass frit and the sample is put into furnace again for sintering of the glass frit, 0–700 ◦ C for 1 h. The whole
process ﬂow is shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5a is the completed sensor sample, Fig. 5b is the SEM
image of the surface inductor coils and Fig. 5c is the X-ray (DAGE
XD7600NT) images of the 3D sensor sample structure.
3. Modeling
As what the simple analysis mentions above, the pressure P
loaded creates the deﬂection d of the sensor’s membrane, and
the deﬂection causes a variation of the capacitance, which ﬁnally
Table 2
Parameters of Dupont 951 ceramic tape [12].

Fig. 2. Cross-section of the sensor.

Parameters

Value

Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Relative permittivity
Unﬁred thickness
X, Y shrinkage
Z shrinkage
CTE

152 GPa
0.17
7.8
114.3 m
13%
15%
5.8 ppm/C
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Fig. 3. Comparison of ﬁnished sensor samples with and without sacriﬁce paste.

results in the change of the sensor’s resonant frequency. So the
modeling of the structure is mainly about the theoretical deduction
of the relations in between. The electromechanical model is applicable only on the premise that such assumptions are presumed:

As shown in Fig. 6, the capacitor Cs of the sensor, whose metal
electrodes are separated by membranes and cavity, is a function of
d0 [3]
tanh−1
Cs = C0

1. the inductance of the sensor is a constant.
2. the pressure-defection model is based on thin plate theory and
small defection theory.
3. the pressure-loaded membrane has a perfect surface ﬂatness and
with no residual strain is present in.

The schematic diagram of the sensor’s electromechanical model
is presented in Fig. 6a represents the length of the square capacitor
cavity, tg is the distance between the membranes, tm thickness of
the membrane. So the center defection d0 of the membrane is given
by [13]
d0 =

0.00126Pa4 × 12(1 − 2 )
E(2tm )3

(2)



2d0 /(tg + (4tm /εr ))



2d0 /(tg + (4tm /εr ))

(3)

C0 , the capacitance at zero pressure, is given by
C0 =

ε0 a2
tg + (4tm /εr )

(square membrane)

(4)

where a is the length of the square electrode, tg the depth of the
cavity and tm the thickness of the membrane, ε0 , εr are the free
space permittivity and relative dielectric constant respectively.
With the parameter of the sensor presented in Table 1, we
can draw a theoretical pressure-defection diagram, thus the
pressure–capacitance diagram, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
The square planar spiral inductance of the sensor can be derived
from the expression which is a simple modiﬁcation of the original
Wheeler formula [14]:
LS = K1 0

where P is the uniformly applied pressure load ranging from 0 MPa
to 0.36 MPa, E the Young’s modulus, P the pressure applied and  is
the Poisson’s ratio. tm is the thickness of the membrane.



n2 davg
1 + K2 

(5)

where coefﬁcients K1 and K2 are layout dependent and shown
in Table 3, 0 is permeability of vacuum and n the number of
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Fig. 4. Process ﬂow of the sensor (the layer thickness tm is 100 m, the width of inductor coil w and the space between neighbor coils are both 0.15 mm, the side length of
the square capacitor plate d is 7 mm).

coil turns, the average diameter davg = ((din + dout )/2),  is the ﬁll
ratio deﬁned as  = ((dout − din )/(dout + din )), where din is the inner
diameter and dout the outer.
The theoretical inductance is calculated as 6.43 H from the
parameter demonstrated in Table 3, then the pressure–frequency
diagram is obtained when we take the earlier deductions together,
which is shown in Fig. 9.
4. Measurements and results
The harsh working environment determines that the measurement of the sensor has to be a contactless way, so a wireless
measurement model, where the sensor coil being coupled to a
Table 3
Coefﬁcients K1 , K2 .
Layout

K1

K2

Square
Hexagonal
Octagonal

2.34
2.33
2.25

2.75
3.82
3.55

reader coil, is established. As shown in Fig. 10, through the coupling
of the reader coil and sensor coil, the signal of the pressure variation is translated to that of frequency variation, then transmitted
to the antenna which consists of a LC resonant circuit.
As the impedance of the antenna is given by [15]


Z = R1 + j2L1

1+

k2 (f/f0 )



2

1 + j(1/Q )(f/f0 ) − (f/f0 )

2

(6)

where R1 is the ohmic series resistance of the reader coil and L1
the inductance of the reader coil, f0 the sensor’s resonance frequency, k the coupling coefﬁcient, Q the sensor’s quality factor. The
variation of the sensor’s resonance frequency is then indicated by
that of the antenna’s impedance characteristics, we mainly take the
impedance’s magnitude and phase properties into consideration.
Fig. 11 is the magnitude and phase of the impedance (at
zero pressure) measured by Agilent E4991A impedance analyzer,
Fig. 11a is the impedance’s characteristic of the reader coil before
being coupled by the sensor, and Fig. 11b that after. Due to the
sensor’s coupling effect, the phase and magnitude of the antenna’s
impedance changed signiﬁcantly. At the resonance frequency, the
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Fig. 5. (a) Sensor sample. (b) SEM image of the surface inductor coils. (c) X-ray images of air channel and capacitor electrodes.

The Taylor expansion of the phase minimum fmin is given by [1]

a

d0
tm
2tm


tg

d0
Fig. 6. Sensor’s electromechanical model.

phase of impedance has a 180◦ turnover where the phase minimum
fmin occurs, and the magnitude of impedance reaches a maximum.
The tested sensor’s fmin is 19.62 MHz at zero pressure, as the pressure applied increases, both fmin and |Zmax | would shift left on the
frequency axis.

fmin = f0


(7)

Constant k and Q is measured by the impedance analyzer, and
the pressure–resonance frequency chart is established.
The sensor and antenna are put into a closed vessel for measurement, where nitrogen gas is pumped through GE PACE 5000
pressure controller to make sure of a controllable uniform pressure condition, pads are placed on the surface of the vessel, which
is connected to the antenna on one side for signal collecting, and
Agilent E4991A impedance analyzer on the other side for signal
reading. The whole measurement platform is shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. (a) Measurement platform. (b) Measurement system setup.

Fig. 10. Coupling model.

The pressure applied ranges from 0 to 0.36 MPa, Fig. 9 is
pressure–frequency relational graph (Fig. 13).
As we can see from the graph, the resonance frequency of the
sensor is 18.94 MHz, which is 42% lower than theoretical value,
the measured inductance of antenna coil is 7.54 H, which contributes only 8% of the frequency discrepancy comparing to the
theoretical 6.43 H, thus the discrepancy of frequency is mainly
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the capacitor electrodes are larger than the cavity. The superﬂuous
parts of the electrodes, which are sandwiched between ceramic
layers but not ceramic layer and vacuum as the overlap parts,
distribute a lot to the sensor’s capacitance because of the larger
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sacriﬁce paste is stuffed into the embedded cavity, there is still a
certain collapse or pre-defection of the sensitive membrane during
manufacture process (about 10 m), which shortens the distance
between capacitor electrodes, then increases the capacitance. Both
effects would decrease the resonant frequency by increasing the
capacitance.
Fig. 14 is the normalized comparison between theoretical and
experimental resonant frequency versus applied pressure, from
which we can clearly see that the tendency of the experimental
curve is in good accordance with the theoretical one, the sensor’s
sensitivity is as high as −344 kHz/bar, which is more than 2 times
of that of Georgia Tech’s team, 14 times of Novi Sad’.
The improvement of the sensitivity mainly results from the
favorable ﬂatness of the sensitive membrane, as obtained from
experiment, the sensitivity of sensors with nearly 70 m deformation is only −20 kHz/bar around.
Fig. 15 presents the sensor’s resonant frequency behavior as
a function of temperature, from which we can see that from
room temperature to 500 ◦ C the average slope is −1.85 kHz/◦ C, and
−10.545 kHz/◦ C from 500 ◦ C to 600 ◦ C, the possible factors that lead
to the degeneration may be as following: (1) the relative permittivity of ceramic would vary as temperature rises, which would
inﬂuence the capacitance; (2) the sensor’s LC circuit performance
would be affected by the temperature, the change of capacitance or
inductance would lead to variation of resonant frequency; (3) as the
high temperature measurement platform is relatively enclosed, the
rise of temperature would cause the variation of atmospheric pressure, which equals the extra pressure loaded to the sensor, so the

Resonant Frequency(MHz)

Fig. 14. Normalized comparison of experimental and theoretical results.
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Fig. 15. Resonant frequency versus temperature.

frequency is decreased. For future high-temperature application,
the parasitic temperature dependence needs to be compensated.

5. Conclusions
A wireless high-temperature capacitive pressure sensor based
on LTCC (low temperature co-ﬁred ceramic) technology is realized,
a unique sacriﬁce paste process is introduced, a wireless measurement model, where the sensor coil is coupled to a reader coil, is
established, and a barometric-pressure measurement platform is
built.
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Sensor samples are been tested under uniform gas pressure,
where an excellent performance is shown, the sensor’s sensitivity
reaches as high as −344 kHz/bar.
As the sensor’s sensitivity is decided by the capacitor’s sensitivity, future optimization of cavity and the membrane will greatly
improve the sensor’s sensitivity, as LTCC materials, like Al2 O3 , is
greatly limited by the bad ﬂexibility when serving as membranes,
we would like to try a better substitute material such as Zr2 O3 .
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